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1 Introduction
QUADRIGA and KIRKÉ are two productivity tools for Studsvik’s HELIOS lattice physics code. Their main idea is to
shift repetitive and non-creative labor off from the user to a computer program.

QUADRIGA is a complex tool for for input file preparation for HELIOS using smart and modular templates, physics
models and user-friendly interface, including job launcher and load balancer. It allows non-HELIOS-savvy users to run
lattice physics calculations on a computer cluster, offering user-friendly and simple GUI based on dynamically generated
forms. The users do not have to know HELIOS and most of the job management is done automatically.

KIRKÉ is a straightforward utility for converting CAD vector drawings into HELIOS geometry descriptions, including
automated generation of the computational mesh. It is invaluable for complex, non-repetitive geometries, where HELIOS
geometry input is extremely complicated and unimaginably tedious to construct.

2 QUADRIGA

2.1 Motivation and case study: many similar cases
HELIOS is used commonly to generate macroscopic data (few-group cross-sections, diffusion coefficients etc.) for a
reactor physics codes. The HELIOS jobs are both complicated and repetitive. They follow more or less the same pattern:
60- or 120-degree segment of fuel assembly, depleted under given conditions (temperatures, boron content, power).

However, the degree of similarity between the cases is not sufficient to allow simply the use of the SET feature in
HELIOS; one of the many obstacles is the density-temperature relation or fuel temperature depending both on power and
moderator temperature. Furthermore, to obtain some of the neutron-physics characteristics, branch-off calculations (for
different power levels or for control rod insertion) need to be performed.

Important point is also that to build the appropriate input files, pretty deep knowledge of HELIOS is required. This is
not convenient in many cases, since the users of the reactor physics code usually outnumber the HELIOS experts.

So we built QUADRIGA: web-based application, which takes advantage of input file templates, enriched with simple
markup language, and allows the users to build, run, and postprocess HELIOS jobs using a rich graphical user interface.
To make the job even easier, queue and load-balancing system for an arbitrarily large computer cluster, as well as neat
tree-based job organizer is built right in.

The key point of QUADRIGA is a complete separation of code and data. QUADRIGA is not bound to a particular fuel
design, fuel temperature model etc.; all of the templates and related physics models are fully customizable by the users.
Virtually no limitations are imposed, yet the interface retains all the capabilities you would expect from an application
tailored to user’s specific needs.

2.2 Basic principles
The basic building block in QUADRIGA is a template. It is a piece of HELIOS input, which is enriched with special
markup. The markup includes mainly variable placeholders, cycles (over all depletion steps, over all branches, over set of
fuel pins, over arbitrary set etc.) and conditional blocks.

For example, this is entered into QUADRIGA:

<~ [%**FXXX%]
fuel~D = OVLD ( fuel~d / 1-(%*~%)-1-* )
~>
ovsd = OVSD (
<~ [%**FXXX%]
‘, fuel~OVLD
~>
)



And this is the particular compiled output:

fuelF1XXD = OVLD(fuelF1XXd / 1-(1,2,5,8,9)-1-* )
fuelF2XXD = OVLD(fuelF2XXd / 1-(3,4,6,7)-1-* )
ovsd = OVSD( fuelF1XXOVLD, fuelF2XXOVLD )

This piece of template builds density overlay and overlay set for two groups of fuel pins. Notice it will work regardless
of number of fuel pin types, so it is suitable for both profiled and non-profiled assemblies.

Such templates are grouped into template sets, which are finally assembled into a HELIOS input deck. Breaking the
input into small templates not only increases their maintainability, but is a great feature for their reusability. For example,
VVER-1000 TVEL and Westinghouse fuel have many common templates and they have to differ only in very few of
them.

2.3 Physics models
In addition to templates, QUADRIGA supports two kinds physics models.

Firstly, fuel temperature dependencies can be input as a function of power and burnup. QUADRIGA then correctly
calculates the appropriate temperature at a given state and time. Multiple radial zones per fuel pin can be given, too.
Different temperature models can be entered and chose individually for every case.

Secondly, density-temperature relation can be given. This is very useful e.g. for the moderator, QUADRIGA correctly
calculates the density for every state and the user only specifies the temperature.

Use of the models is pretty straightforward and clean (essentially it generates set of variables, which can be used in
the templates) and highly increases the flexibility of the templates without losing model precision.

2.4 Visual pin map editor
Specifying the fuel assembly pin map is one of the tasks, which is often needed for fuel assembly design and has to be
done by the end user. Therefore QUADRIGA provides convenient point-and-click interface for editing the map, as shown
in the following figure.

Fuel pin type palette Pin map editor



2.5 Improved workflow
Without QUADRIGA, the workflow of data library generation is centered around the user. He needs to ask the HELIOS
expert to prepare a full input deck (or an appropriate, easily customizable template), run HELIOS, feed the output to the
postprocessor and get the library.
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With QUADRIGA, this is not needed anymore. QUADRIGA drives the most of the cycle and the user only describes
the analyzed problem. Notice that the HELIOS expert is not part of the regular production cycle.
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2.6 Job launcher and load balancer
QUADRIGA includes a framework for running the HELIOS jobs in a convenient way. After the case is defined, it is
placed into the execution queue and that is all the user has to do. QUADRIGA then monitors specified computational
nodes for their load and whenever there is a free node, it takes the first case from the queue and runs it. QUADRIGA
allows to set priorities for the cases and offers the user to monitor the execution progress on a dashboard:
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The following figure shows the components of QUADRIGA in relation with the computational nodes:
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QUADRIGA runs as a web application and the individual users connect to it via a web server. QUADRIGA is backed
by an SQL database (containing all the templates, case definitions, physics models etc.) and communicates with the nodes
via SSH. All the nodes, as well as QUADRIGA, are then connected (via NFS, SSHFS or another file sharing protocol) to
a shared disk space, which contains the HELIOS input and output files.

2.7 Case editor
When a case is created/edited, QUADRIGA builds a form containing all of the relevant parameters. Inside the template
definitions, parameter description and specification can be given, so QUADRIGA shows correct caption, unit and hint box
for every parameter. The parameter edit field can be either a simple text box or a drop-down combo box, which is very
convenient for the user in many cases.

2.8 Case organizer
QUADRIGA organizes the cases in nested folders, just like files in a computer. This helps the users to keep track of all
of their calculations and results. Collaboration aspect is also emphasized: all the fuel types and cases are shared, so users
can easily view each other’s jobs. However, anyone may lock his own data, so they cannot be edited by the others.



2.9 Simple and advanced interfaces
All of the templates, physics models etc. are freely editable by the users (unless locked), so there are quite many controls,
menus and pages in QUADRIGA. This might not be convenient at all times, since many users just need a small subset of
the features. This is why QUADRIGA provides simple and advanced interfaces.

The advanced interface offers all of the features, while the simple interface is intended to be used by the regular
“production” users. Cases can be edited and launched and new fuel types can be specified/edited. The simple interface
does not allow any “internal” editing (templates, physics models). For every user account, access can be restricted only to
the simple interface.

2.10 Requirements, deployment and localization
QUADRIGA is built on top of the Ruby on Rails framework and is fairly easy to deploy. It requires a web server, an
SQL database and the Ruby language interpreter (all of these components are parts of common Linux distribution) and it
should run on most platforms, including Windows, Linux and Mac OS X. It does not have to run on the same machine as
HELIOS.

For the users, only a standard-compliant modern web browser is needed, e.g. Firefox, Safari, Opera or Chrome.
QUADRIGA can be localized very easily into any language; it is only a matter of editing a simple text file containing

all the labels and captions used in the application.

3 KIRKÉ
Many of the systems, analyzed by HELIOS, are repetitive structures, like a fuel assembly. However, it happens sometimes
that a more complex geometry has to be described, like this part of the VVER-1000 radial reflector:



The previous drawing shows the ORION plot of our older model, which was produced manually. There are three
problems with this case: the geometry specification was insanely difficult to specify (all the vertices’ coordinates had to
be calculated by hand!), any changes to the model would be extremely hard to make and last but not least, the flat-flux
regions are still not small enough.

For these cases, the simplest way would be to draw the geometry in some kind of CAD program and convert it to
the HELIOS geometry description programatically. That’s what KIRKÉ does - it reads a DXF file (produced e.g. by
AutoCAD or similar applications) and produces a STR operator for HELIOS.

Important feature of KIRKÉ is to allow overlaying the structure with a uniform mesh, which divides the geometry
areas into flat-flux regions. Therefore, it is not needed to divide the regions in the drawing.

Materials are assigned with text labels inside the drawing; pairing between the regions and the labels is done by means
of color matching.

This is an example of the CAD drawing:
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After drawing the structure, user also has to specify the overlay mesh. It can be either square or triangular, with user
given pitch.

This is an ORION plot of the resulting structure:



Several structures can be contained inside one drawing - if they are placed in different layers, QUADRIGA builds
separatre STR operator for each of them.

However, KIRKÉ has some limitations. All of the regions have to be simple polygons, i.e. they cannot contain
“holes” (this can be seen in the large example; holes are avoided by splitting the non-simple regions into two parts).
Circular regions are allowed, too, but they are converted to polygons (with very high number of sides) internally.

KIRKÉ runs as a command-line tool and also provides a Mac OS X graphical interface. It can produce just the needed
STR operator or it allows to build a minimal executable HELIOS input file to allow instant verification of the geometry
correctness in ORION.

4 Conclusion
QUADRIGA and KIRKÉ are tools for increasing productivity when using HELIOS lattice code on a daily, production
basis. KIRKÉ is useful also for model development work, since it allows to store geometries in easily editable CAD
drawings and effortlessly turn them into HELIOS geometry descriptions.

Both tools are released as open source software and are free to use for anyone.


